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The nitrogen-vacancy center (NV center) in diamond at magnetic fields corresponding to the ground-state
level anticrossing (GSLAC) region gives rise to rich photoluminescence (PL) signals due to the vanishing
energy gap between the electron spin states, which enables for a broad variety of environmental couplings to
have an effect on the NV center’s luminescence. Previous works have addressed several aspects of the GSLAC
photoluminescence, however, a comprehensive analysis of the GSLAC signature of NV ensembles in different
spin environments at various external fields is missing. Here we employ a combination of experiments and
recently developed numerical methods to investigate in detail the effects of transverse electric and magnetic
fields, strain, P1 centers, NV centers, and the 13C nuclear spins on the GSLAC photoluminescence. Our
comprehensive analysis provides a solid ground for advancing various microwave-free applications at the
GSLAC, including but not limited to magnetometry, spectroscopy, dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP), and
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) detection. We demonstrate that not only the most abundant 14NV center but
the 15NV can also be utilized in such applications.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.035307

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the NV center in diamond [1–4]
has demonstrated considerable potential in spectroscopy and
sensing applications [5–9]. The NV center exhibits a level an-
ticrossing in the electronic ground state (GSLAC) at magnetic
field Bz = ±102.4 mT, which has been recently exploited
in microwave-free applications, ranging from magnetometry
[10–12] through nuclear-magnetic-resonance spectroscopy
[10,13–15] to optical hyperpolarization [16–18]. These appli-
cations are of special interest in biology and medicine, where
high-power microwave driving is undesirable.
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The physics of isolated NV centers at the GSLAC is
well understood [10,17,19], however, the effects of envi-
ronmental perturbations are not comprehensively described.
Due to the presence of 14N (15N) nuclear spin, six (four)
mixed electron-nuclear spin states either cross or exhibit
an avoided crossing. External perturbations and interaction
with the local nuclear and electron spin environment may
give rise to additional spin-relaxation mechanisms at spe-
cific magnetic fields corresponding to the crossings of the
spin states. Through the spin-dependent PL of the NV cen-
ter, these processes may give rise to various PL signals
at the GSLAC [12,20–22]. Besides the optical signal, op-
tically detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) signal of a
NV ensemble has been recently recorded [23]. Recently,
the ground-state level anticrossing at zero magnetic field
and related phenomena have attracted considerable attention
[24,25]. As increasing number of applications rely on LAC
signals of single or ensemble NV systems, quantitative de-
scription of the most relevant environmental couplings is
essential for further development and engineering of these
applications.
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Furthermore, interaction between NV centers and 13C
nuclear spins at the GSLAC can potentially be utilized in
dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) [26–28] applications.
DNP can give rise to a hyperpolarized diamond sample with a
potential to transfer spin polarization to adjacent nuclear spins
for the improvement of traditional nuclear magnetic resonance
methods [16,18,29–33]. It is therefore of fundamental impor-
tance to gain detailed insight into the NV-13C spin dynamics
at the GSLAC.

In this paper we aim at establishing a guideline for de-
veloping and advancing applications at the GSLAC of the
NV center in diamond by collecting and describing the most
relevant interactions that may either limit existing applications
or give rise to new ones. Indeed, by identifying the PL signals
of different environmental couplings we reveal important in-
teractions that enable new spectroscopy, magnetometry, and
DNP applications.

To this end, we carry out a joint experimental and theoret-
ical study, where we employ a quantum dynamic simulation
technique, developed in Ref. [34]. This approach allows us to
gain deep insight into the underlying physics of the GSLAC
phenomena. The utilized theoretical approach describes spin
flip-flop interactions of a spin ensemble in a spin conserving
manner, thus it is an appropriate tool for studying spin mixing
and spin relaxation which in turn give rise to PL signatures at
the GSLAC.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II
we provide a brief overview of the established physics of the
NV center. In Sec. III, we describe our experimental setup
and samples and the details of the theoretical simulations.
Section IV describes our results in four sections considering
interactions of NV centers with external fields, 13C nuclear
spins, P1 centers, and other NV centers at the GSLAC. Finally,
in Sec. V, we summarize and discuss our results.

II. BACKGROUND

The NV center in diamond gives rise to a coupled hybrid
register that consists of a spin-1 electron spin and either a spin-
1 14N or spin-1/2 15N. Hereinafter, we refer to the former as
14NV center and to the latter, less abundant configuration, as
15NV center.

The spin Hamiltonian of the 14NV center can be written as

H14N = D
(
S2

z − 2
3

) + geβ �S �B + �SA14N
�I14N

+ Q
(
I2

14N,z − 2
3

) − g14NβN �I14N
�B, (1)

where terms on the right-hand side describe zero-field split-
ting, Zeeman, hyperfine, nuclear quadrupole, and nuclear
Zeeman interaction, respectively, �S and �I14N are the electron
and nuclear spin operator vectors, and Sz and I14N,z are the
electron and nuclear spin z operators, where the quantization
axis z is parallel to the N-V axis. ge and g14N are the electron
and 14N nuclear g factors, β and βN are the Bohr and nuclear
magnetons, respectively, �B is the external magnetic field, D =
2868.91 MHz is the zero-field splitting, Q = −5.01 MHz [35]
is the nuclear quadrupole splitting, and A14N is the hyperfine
tensor of the 14N nuclear spin that can be expressed by its
diagonal elements Axx = Ayy = A⊥ = −2.70 MHz and Azz =
A‖ = −2.14 MHz [35]. The spin Hamiltonian of the 15NV

center can be written as

H15N = D
(
S2

z − 2
3

) + geβ �S �B + �SA15N
�I15N − g15NβN �I15N

�B,

(2)

where g15N is the nuclear g factor of 15N nucleus, and A15N
is the hyperfine tensor of the 15N nuclear spin that can be
expressed by its nonzero diagonal elements A⊥ = +3.65 MHz
and A‖ = +3.03 MHz [35].

Diamond contains 1.07% spin-1/2 13C isotope in natural
abundance that can effectively interact with the NV electron
spin at the GSLAC through the hyperfine interaction. The
Hamiltonian of a 13C nuclear spin coupled to a NV center can
be written as

H13C = g13CμN �B�I13C + �SA13C
�I13C, (3)

where �I13C is the nuclear spin operator vector, g13C is the
nuclear g factor of 13C nucleus, and A13C is the hyperfine tensor
that consists of two terms, the isotropic Fermi contact term
and the anisotropic dipolar interaction term,

A13C = AFc
13C

+ Ad
13C

. (4)

Due to the typically low symmetry of the NV-13C coupling,
all six independent elements of the hyperfine tensor can be
nonzero in the coordinate system of the NV center. These
components can be expressed by the diagonal hyperfine tensor
elements, Axx ≈ Ayy = A⊥ and Azz = A‖, as well as angle θ

of the principal hyperfine axis ez and the symmetry axis of
the NV center. The hyperfine Hamiltonian, expressed in the
basis of |mS, m13C〉 = {|0,↑〉, |0,↓〉, | − 1,↑〉, | − 1,↓〉}, can
be written as

H13C = �SA13C
�I13C = 1

2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

0 0 1√
2
b 1√

2
c−

0 0 1√
2
c+ − 1√

2
b

1√
2
b 1√

2
c+ −Az −b

1√
2
c− − 1√

2
b −b Az

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

(5)

where

Az = A‖ cos2 θ + A⊥ sin2 θ , (6)

b = (A‖ − A⊥) cos θ sin θ , (7)

c± = A‖ sin2 θ + A⊥(cos2 θ ± 1). (8)

Parameters Az and b of the hyperfine Hamiltonian describe
effective longitudinal and transverse magnetic fields due to
the interaction with the 13C nuclear spin, respectively, while
parameters c+ and c− are responsible for mutual spin flip flops
of the 13C nuclear spin and the NV center. Note that there
are nonzero matrix elements that correspond, for example,
to S+I

13C+ or S+I
13C
z operator combinations. The appearance

of such terms implies that mS and m13C are no longer good
quantum numbers.

Besides nuclear spins, the NV center can interact with other
spin defects, such as the spin-1/2 nitrogen substitution point
defect (P1 center) and other NV centers. The spin Hamiltonian
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of the P1 center can be written as

HP1 = geβ �SP1 �B + �SP1AP1
z′ �IP1 + QP1

z′
((

IP1
z′

)2 − 2
3

)
− gNβN �IP1

z′ �B, (9)

where AP1 is the hyperfine interaction tensor that can be
expressed by AP1

⊥ = 81 MHz and AP1
‖ = 114 MHz diagonal

elements. For simplicity the quadrupole interaction strength
is set to the value of the NV centers quadrupole splitting
in this article, i.e., QP1 = −5.01 MHz, which is comparable
with the measured quadrupole splitting of −3.974 MHz of
the P1 center [36]. As hyperfine interaction is dominating
over the quadrupole splitting, the small deviation in the latter
has negligible effect on the results. Both the P1 center and
other NV centers may exhibit a distinct local quantization
axis depending on the C3v reconstruction and the N-V axis,
respectively. We denote the symmetry and quantization axis
of the P1 center in Eq. (9) by z′. The angle between z′ and the
quantization axis of the central NV center can be either 0◦ or
109.5◦. The spin Hamiltonian of NV center that has z′ orienta-
tion can be obtained from Eq. (1) by a proper transformation
of the coordinate system.

The interaction Hamiltonian between paramagnetic defects
and the central NV center can be written as

HJ = �SJ �Sdef, (10)

where �Sdef is the spin operator vector of the spin defect and J
is the coupling tensor. Assuming pointlike electron spin den-
sities, J can be approximated by the dipole-dipole coupling
tensor.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Theoretical approaches

We employ two different theoretical approaches to study
the GSLAC photoluminescence signal of NV ensembles in-
teracting with external fields and environmental spins. For
external fields, the density matrix � of a single NV center is
propagated over a finite time interval according to the master
equation of the closed system,

�̇ = − i

h̄
[H, �], (11)

where H is the ground-state spin Hamiltonian specified in
Sec. II. The starting density matrix �0 is set to describe 100%
polarization in the |mS, m14N〉 = |0,+1〉 state of the electron
and the 14N nuclear spins of the NV center. The PL intensity
I is approximated from the time averaged density matrix
according to the formula of

I ≈ 〈p0〉 + (1 − C)〈p±1〉, (12)

where 〈p0〉 and 〈p±1〉 are the time averaged probabilities of
finding the electron spin in mS = 0 and mS = ±1, respec-
tively, and C = 0.3 is a reasonably experimentally attainable
ODMR contrast.

To study the effects of environmental spins on the GSLAC
photoluminescence signal, we apply a recently developed
extended Lindblad formalism [34]. In this approach spin re-
laxation of a selected point defect surrounded by a bath of

environmental spins can be simulated over either a fixed simu-
lation time or cycles of ground-state time evolution and optical
excitation steps. The modeled systems consist of a central NV
center, either 14NV or 15NV, and a bath of coupled environ-
mental spins of the same kind. Different bath spins considered
in our study are spin-1/2 13C, spin-1/2 P1 center with a spin-1
14N nuclear spin, and spin-1 14NV and 15NV centers. To create
a realistic spin bath, spin defects are distributed randomly in
the diamond lattice around the central NV center in a sphere.
To obtain ensemble averaged PL spectra, in all cases, we
consider an ensemble of configurations, i.e., a set of random
distributions of the spin defects. While each configuration
describes a different local environment of the NV center, the
ensembles describe a certain spin bath concentration on aver-
age. As a main approximation of the method, the many-spin
system is divided into a cluster of subsystems. The number
of spins included in each cluster determine the order of the
cluster approximation. In the first-order cluster approximation
no entanglement between the bath spins is taken into account.
Higher order modeling allows inclusion of intra-spin-bath en-
tanglement. For further details on the methodology see Ref.
[34]. For simplicity, the mean field of the spin bath [34] is
neglected in this study.

In the case of a 13C spin bath, the nuclear spin-relaxation
time is long compared to the inverse of the optical pump rate,
which enables nuclear spin polarization to play a considerable
role in the GSLAC PL signal of NV centers. Therefore, to
simulate the PL signal we simulated a sequence of optical ex-
citation cycles. Each of them included two steps, (1) coherent
time evolution in the ground state with a dwell time tGS set to
3 μs, and (2) spin selective optical excited process taken into
account by a projection operator defined as

D = (1 − C)I + C p±P±1→0 + C p0P0→0, (13)

where I is the identity operator, Pi→ f is a projector operator
from |mS = i〉 state to |mS = f 〉 state of the NV spin, and ps

is the probability of finding the system in state |mS = s〉 (s =
0,±1). Hyperfine coupling tensors between the central NV
center and the nuclear spin are determined from first principles
density function theory (DFT) calculations as specified in
Refs. [34,37]. Spin relaxation in the excited state is neglected
in this study. Typically 32 cycles are considered, which cor-
responds to ≈0.1 ms overall simulations time. We note that
simulation of longer pumping is possible, however, beyond
0.1 ms we experience considerable finite-size effects in our
model consisting of 127 nuclear spins, find more details in
the Appendix. Based on the convergence tests summarized
in the Appendix, we set the order parameter to 2, meaning
that 13C – 13C coupling is included in the model between pairs
of close nuclear spins, and considered an ensemble of 100
random spin configurations in all cases when 13C nuclear spin
bath is considered.

For point-defect spin environments we make an assump-
tion that the spin-relaxation time of the spin defects is shorter
than the inverse of the coupling strength and the pump rate,
thus dynamical polarization of the spin defects due to inter-
action with the central NV center may be neglected. Omitting
optical polarization cycles, we simulate a ground-state time
evolution of 0.1 ms dwell time to model such systems.
For P1 center and NV center spin environments we assume
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TABLE I. Specifications of the samples used in our experiments.

Sample NV P1 13C

W4 10–20 ppb 1 ppm 1.07%
IS 0.9 ppm 2 ppm 0.03%
E6 2.3 ppm 13.8 ppm 0.01%
F11 <20 ppm <200 ppm 1.07%

nonpolarized and nearly completely polarized states for the
spin bath, respectively. Coupling tensors between the central
and environmental spin are calculated from the dipole-dipole
interaction Hamiltonian. Our ensembles induce 100 random
spin defect configurations, each of them consisting of 127
spin defects. Electron spin defects usually possess shorter
coherence time than the inverse of the NV coupling strength,
therefore, the bath may be considered uncorrelated and the
first-order cluster approximation is appropriate in these cases
[34].

B. Samples and experimental methods

In our experiments we study different diamond samples
with different defect concentration and 13C abundance. Table I
summarizes the most relevant properties of all the studied
samples.

We carry out photoluminescence measurements on our
samples. The experimental apparatus includes a custom-built
electromagnet which provides magnetic field of 0 to about
110 mT. The electromagnet can be moved with a computer-
controlled 3D translation stage and a rotation stage. The
NV-diamond sensor is placed in the center of the magnetic
bore. The diamond can be rotated around the z axis (along the
direction of the magnetic field).

IV. RESULTS

In the following four sections we investigate experimen-
tally and theoretically the most relevant interactions that can
have significant effects on the GSLAC PL spectrum.

A. External fields

At the GSLAC region the parallel magnetic field is set so
that geβSzBz ≈ D. Due to the large splitting, 2D ≈ 5.8 GHz,
between mS = +1 level and the other electron spin levels and
also the dominant spin polarization in the mS = 0 spin state,
the mS = +1 level can be neglected. The relevant energy lev-
els in the vicinity of the GSLAC are depicted in Fig. 1(a). The
corresponding wave functions, expressed in the |Sz, Iz〉 basis,
are provided in Table II. Besides the hyperfine interaction
induced avoided crossings between levels γ and ε and β and
ζ , one can identify seven crossings.

In the absence of external field and other spin defects in the
environment, the GSLAC PL signal is a straight line with no
fine structures at the GSLAC, as the 14N hyperfine interaction
does not allow further mixing of the highly polarized α state.
External fields, however, give rise to additional spin flip-flop
processes that open gaps at the crossings, mix the bright
mS = 0 and the dark mS = −1 spin state, and thus imply fine
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FIG. 1. (a) Energy level diagram of the 14NV center. Greek let-
ters denote the spin eigenenergies and green dashed circles with
capital letters denote crossings where external perturbations may
open gaps. (b) Theoretical PL signal vs longitudinal magnetic field
at the GSLAC with different values of transverse magnetic field.
(c) Experimental PL signal obtained from sample IS vs longitudinal
magnetic field at the GSLAC with different values of transverse
magnetic field. (d) Transverse magnetic field dependence of the full
width at half maximum of the central dip E. Maroon open circles,
maroon solid line, and blue solid line depict the experimental points,
a linear fit, and the theoretical results, respectively.

structures in the GSLAC PL spectrum. In Table III we list
spin flip-flop processes that may take place at crossing A–F,
also labeled by two Greek letters that refer to the crossing
states. We note that except for the αδ crossing, all crossings
allow additional spin mixing. Precession of the electron and
14N nuclear spin may be induced by external transverse field.
Cross relaxation between the electron and nuclear spin can
happen when the initial, near unity polarization of the α state
is reduced by external perturbations.

As 2 × 2 Pauli matrices, σx, σy, and σz, and the 2 × 2
identity matrix σ0 span the space of 2 × 2 matrices, the spin

TABLE II. Energy eigenstates of the 14NV center at the GSLAC
as expressed in the basis of |Sz, Iz〉, where z is parallel to the N-V
axis. a, b, c, and d are coefficients.

Label Eigenstate

α |0,+1〉
β a|0, −1〉 + b| − 1, 0〉
γ c|0, 0〉 + d| − 1, +1〉
δ | − 1, −1〉
ε c| − 1, +1〉 − d|0, 0〉
ζ a| − 1, 0〉 − b|0, −1〉
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TABLE III. Characteristics of the level crossings at the GSLAC
of the 14NV. (�S,�I ) specifies spin flip-flop processes that may take
place at the crossings.

Spin state transitions

Crossing (�S, �I ) Remark

A αβ (±1, ∓1) cross relaxation
B γ δ (±1, ±1) cross relaxation
C αδ no spin state transition allowed
C′ βδ (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 14N spin precession
D εζ (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 14N spin precession
E αγ (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 14N spin precession
F βγ (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 14N spin precession

Hamiltonian of any external field acting on the reduced two-
dimensional basis of the NV electron spin can be expressed
by the linear combination of these matrices at the GSLAC, as

�H = δxσx + δyσy + δzσz + δ0σ0. (14)

This means that any time independent external perturbation
acting on the electron spin of the NV center at the GSLAC can
be described as an effective magnetic field. Therefore, in the
following, we restrict our study to transverse magnetic field
perturbations that induce spin mixing. This is sufficient to
qualitatively understand the GSLAC PL signal due to external
fields.

For the ease of generalization, we provide here the formu-
las to determine the effective transverse magnetic that can
account for electric field and strain induced effects on the
effective 2D basis of mS = 0 and mS = −1 states. First of all,
we note that at GSLAC only certain terms of the electric field
and strain coupling Hamiltonian are active due to the Zeeman
splitting of the mS = +1 state. These active terms are the ones
that mix the mS = 0 and mS = ±1 states [38], in particular, for
electric field

HE1 = d ′
⊥({Sx, Sz}Ex + {Sy, Sz}Ey), (15)

where Ex and Ey are the x and y components of the electric
field vector, respectively, and d ′

⊥ is the NV center’s electric
field coupling strength whose value is expected to be of the
order of 17 Hz cm/V based on recent theoretical results [38],
and for strain

Hε1 = 1
2

(
h26εzx − 1

2 h25(εxx − εyy)
){Sx, Sz}

+ 1
2 (h26εyz + h25εxy){Sy, Sz}, (16)

where h26 = −2830 MHz/strain and h25 =
−2600 MHz/strain are spin-strain coupling parameters
[38], and εi j = (∂ui/∂x j + ∂u j/∂xi )/2 is the strain tensor
of �u(�r) displacement field. After reducing the 3D Hilbert
space of the triplet NV center spin state to the 2D subspace
of mS = 0 and mS = −1 states, one obtains the following
formulas for the effective transverse magnetic field b⊥ due to
electric field

b⊥ = − d ′
⊥√
2

(Ex + Ey), (17)

and due to strain

b⊥ = − 1

2
√

2

(
h26(εzx + εyz ) − 1

2
h25(εxx − εyy − 2εxy)

)
.

(18)
We study the effects of transverse magnetic field the-

oretically, in a spin defect-free NV center model, and
experimentally, in our 99.97% 12C IS diamond sample. In
the simulations we evolve the density matrix according to
the master equation of the closed system, Eq. (11), over 0.1
ms and calculate the average PL intensity. This procedure
allows us to obtain minuscule PL features caused by weak
transverse magnetic fields. In Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) the theo-
retical and experimental PL signals are depicted at different
transverse magnetic fields. On top of the wide central dip at
Bz = 102.4 mT, that corresponds to crossing E and to the
precession of the electron spin due to the transverse field;
altogether four (five) pronounced side dips can be seen on
the theoretical (experimental) curves. The rightmost dip M in
the experiment is related to cross relaxation with the nitrogen
spin of other NV centers, for details see Sec. IV D. Side dips
A, B, C, and F are well resolvable in both theory and exper-
iment and we assign them to spin flip-flop processes induced
by the transverse magnetic field. With increasing transverse
field, these features shift, broaden, and change amplitude. For
example, dips B and C merge with the central dip, while dip A
moves away from the central dip. These features are character-
istic fingerprints of external transverse fields. We note that the
side dip positions are somewhat different in experiment and
theory. We attribute these differences to other, unavoidable
couplings in the experiment, e.g., parasitic longitudinal and
transverse magnetic field, electric fields, and other spin defect.

Transverse-field dependence of the dip position, width, and
amplitude can be understood through the energy level struc-
ture altered by the transverse magnetic field and the variation
of the population of the states induced by additional spin
flip-flop processes. As an example we discuss the case of dip C
that appears at the crossing αδ at 102.305 mT. In Table III we
marked this crossing as not allowed, which is valid in the limit
of Bx → 0. Indeed, by reducing the strength of the transverse
magnetic field the dip vanishes rapidly. At finite transverse
field the mixing of the states at the βδ crossing changes the
character of level δ that allows new spin flip-flop processes at
αδ. This happens only when the transverse magnetic field is
strong enough to induce overlap between the anticrossing at
βδ and crossing at αδ.

Next, we discuss the magnetic field dependence of the
linewidth of the central dip E at Bz = 102.4 mT, which is
relevant for both longitudinal and transverse magnetic-field-
sensing applications. We study the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) for the central peak for different transverse mag-
netic field values both experimentally and theoretically, see
Fig. 1(d). Except the region where dip C merges with the
central dip, the theoretical FWHM depends linearly on the
transverse field with a gradient of 3.36 mT mT−1. The ex-
perimental FWHM depends also approximately linearly on
the transverse magnetic field, however, at vanishing transverse
magnetic field it exhibits an offset from zero. This is an indi-
cation of parasitic transverse fields and other couplings in the
experiment. The slope of the experimental curve is measured
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FIG. 2. (a) Energy level diagram of the 15NV center. Greek let-
ters denote the spin eigenenergies and green dashed circles with
capital Greek letters denote crossings where external perturbations
may open a gap. (b) Theoretical PL signal vs longitudinal magnetic
field at the GSLAC with different values of transverse magnetic
field. (c) Transverse magnetic field dependence of the FWHM of the
pronounced dip at ≈102.4 mT.

to be 2.3 ± 0.1 mT mT−1, which is smaller than the theo-
retical one. This indicates that the simulations overestimate
the effect of transverse magnetic field, due to the dynamical
parameters of the optical cycle, such as optical pump rate, and
neglect of the shelving state that do not account for the optical
excitation cycle properly. Here, we note that inhomogeneous
longitudinal fields can also broaden the peaks at the GSLAC.
In this case, the broadening is determined by the variance �B‖
of the longitudinal field.

Next, we theoretically investigate the PL signal of 15NV
center that is subject to transverse magnetic field of varying
strength. The energy level structure of the two spin system
is depicted in Fig. 2(a), and Table IV provides the energy
eigenstates as expressed in the |Sz,

15Iz〉 basis. Besides the
hyperfine interaction induced wide avoided crossing of states
ν and π , three crossings can be seen in Fig. 2(a) that may
give rise to PL features in the presence of transverse magnetic
field.

TABLE IV. Energy eigenstates of 15NV center at the GSLAC as
expressed in the basis of |Sz, Iz〉, where z is parallel to the N-V axis.
e and f are coefficients.

Label Eigenstate

μ |0, ↑〉
ν e|0, ↓〉 + f | − 1, ↑〉
π e| − 1, ↑〉 + f |0, ↓〉
� | − 1, ↓〉

TABLE V. Characteristics of the level crossings at the GSLAC of
the 15NV center. (�S,�I ) specifies spin flip-flop processes that may
take place at the crossings.

Spin state transitions

Crossing (�S,�I ) Remark

� π� (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 15N spin precession
� μ� no spin state transition allowed
� μπ (±1, 0) and (0, ±1) electron and 15N spin precession

Figure 2(b) depicts the simulated PL signal of 15NV center
exhibiting two dips on the PL curves. We note that related
PL signature was reported in Ref. [10], recently. Based on the
position of the dips, the pronounced dip at 102.4 mT can be
assigned to the crossing marked by �, while the shallow dip at
102.85 mT, observable only at low transverse magnetic fields,
is assigned to crossing �. In order to describe the processes
activated by the transverse magnetic field at these dips, in
Table V we detail the crossings observed at the GSLAC of
15NV center. As can be seen spin precession is only possible
at crossing � and � and forbidden in first order at crossing
�. Due to the high degree of polarization in state μ and the
weak spin state mixing at �, spin precession is suppressed
to a large degree at crossing � and �. The prominent PL
signature at ≈102.4 mT is enabled by the interplay of the spin
state mixing at crossing � and �. For large enough transverse
magnetic fields the avoided crossing appears at � overlaps
with the crossing at � that enables additional mixing with the
highly polarized μ state. The role of this second order process
greatly enhances as the transverse magnetic field increases
and eventually gives rise to a prominent PL dip at the GSLAC.

In Fig. 2(c) we depict the transverse magnetic field depen-
dence of the FWHM of the central dip of the GSLAC PL
signal of the 15NV center. Due the second-order process in-
volved in the spin mixing, the FWHM curve is hyperboliclike.
The derivative of the curve is approaching zero (3.3 mT mT−1)
for vanishing (large) transverse magnetic field. Due to addi-
tional perturbation and field inhomogeneities, we expect that
the linewidth of the central dip saturates at a finite minimal
value in experiment, similarly as we have seen for the 14NV
center.

The case of the 15NV center demonstrates that second-
order processes enabled by the perturbation of the energy
level structure can also play a major role at the GSLAC.
Eventually, such processes make 15NV centers interesting for
magnetometry applications.

B. Interaction with 13C spin bath

We study the interaction of the 14NV – 13C spin bath system
at the GSLAC. We record the experimental PL spectrum in
our W4 sample of natural 13C abundance, in which hyperfine
interaction with the surrounding nuclear spin bath is the dom-
inant environmental interaction expectedly. A fine structure is
observed that exhibits a pair of side dips at ±48 μT distances
from the central dip at 102.4 mT, see Fig. 3(a). Similar effects
have been recently reported in single-NV-center measurement
in Ref. [18].
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FIG. 3. PL and polarization of 14NV center-13C spin bath system
at the GSLAC. (a) Measured PL at the GSLAC in sample W4. The PL
signal indicates polarization of the 13C nuclear spin bath, where the
sign of the polarization is opposite at the side dips, see text for further
discussion. (b) Closeup of the energy levels structure of 14NV – 13C
weakly coupled three spin system at the GSLAC. Greek letter with
arrows specify the corresponding states, see Table II, while capital
alphabet letters indicate level crossings where hyperfine interaction
may give site to additional spin mixing. Maroon and blue curves de-
pict 13C nuclear spin up and down states, respectively. (c) Theoretical
ensemble and site averaged polarization of a 128-spin 13C spin bath
obtained after optical pumping of varying duration. (d) Theoretical
PL signal obtained by starting from different initial 13C polarization.
The solid maroon curve shows the case of initially nonpolarized
spin bath, green and blue dashed lines show the PL signal obtained
for initially up and down polarized spin bath, respectively. Initial
polarization of the spin bath makes side dip amplitudes asymmetric.

The phenomenon can be qualitatively understood by look-
ing at the energy-level structure of a 14NV center interacting
with a 13C nuclear spin at the GSLAC, see Fig. 3(b), where
the level labeling introduced in Fig. 1 is supplemented with
either an up or down arrow depending on the spin state of
the 13C nucleus and the hyperfine interaction is neglected for
simplicity. The central dip appears at the place of crossing E↓
and E↑, where the α and γ electron spin states of down and up
13C nuclear spin projection cross, respectively. Electron spin
depolarization and consequent drop of the PL intensity occur
at this magnetic field due to the precession of the NV electron
spin induced by the effective transverse magnetic field of
the nuclear spin. The phenomenon is similar to what we
have seen for the case of external transfers fields. The trans-
verse field of the nuclear spin arises from the dipolar hyperfine
coupling interaction. According to Eq. (7), the transverse field
of individual nuclear spins is proportional to cos θ sin θ , there-
fore, it vanishes for θ = 0◦ and 90◦, while it is maximal for
θ = 45◦ and 135◦. An important difference between external
transverse field and transverse hyperfine field is that the lat-

ter varies center-to-center due to distinct local nuclear spin
arrangement of individual centers. The varying traverse field
induces LAC of varying width at the crossing of α and γ

levels. Consequently, the central dip observed in an ensem-
ble measurement is a superposition of numerous Lorentzian
curves of varying width resulting in a typical line shape dis-
tinguishable from the line shape observed for homogeneous
external fields.

The left (right) satellite dip corresponds to the crossing G
(H) of states γ ↑ and α ↓ (γ ↓ and α ↑), where hyperfine
term S±I∓ (S±I±) may open a gap. According to Eq. (8), the
strengths of these coupling terms are given by A‖ sin2 θ +
A⊥(cos2 θ + 1) and A‖ sin2 θ + A⊥(cos2 θ − 1), respectively.
Note that the terms exhibit distinct dependence on the pa-
rameters of the hyperfine tensor. Consequently, the left side
dip is dominantly due to nuclear spins that are placed on the
symmetry axis of the NV center, while the right side dip is
dominantly due to nuclear spins that are placed next to the
NV center in a plane perpendicular to the NV axis. The PL
side dips are caused by mutual spin flip flops of the electron
and nuclear spins that depolarize the electron spin. In turn the
nuclear spins can be polarized at the magnetic field values
corresponding to the side dips. Due to the different electron
and nuclear spin coupling terms efficient at the different side
dips, opposite nuclear spin polarization is expected. Indeed,
our simulations reveal that the average nuclear polarization
P = 〈p+1/2 − p−1/2〉, where pχ is the probability of find-
ing individual nuclear spins in state |χ〉, where χ = +1/2
or −1/2, and 〈...〉 represent ensemble and bath averaging,
switches as the magnetic field sweeps through the GSLAC,
see Fig. 3(c). These results are in agreement with previous
results [16,18].

Dynamic nuclear polarization is demonstrated in Fig. 3(c),
where we depict the average nuclear spin polarization ob-
tained after simulating continuous optical pumping of varying
duration. The pumping rate is set to 333 kHz in the simula-
tions. It is apparent from the figure that the average nuclear
polarization continuously increases as the pumping period
extends. The positive and the largest negative polarization
dip correspond to the crossing G and H, respectively. The
complicated pattern is, however, the result of the interplay
of different processes that take place at other, not labeled
crossings. It is also apparent from the figures that DNP is
considerably stronger at the magnetic field corresponding to
the right dip. We also note that in the simulations considerable
finite-size effects are observed due to the limited number of
spins included in the model, see Appendix. Therefore, quan-
titative results reported in Fig. 3(c) are not representative to
the bulk but rather to nanodiamond samples of ≈5 nm size
embedding a single, magnetic field aligned NV center. In such
small nanoparticles nuclear spin diffusion may be negligible,
as it is in the simulations.

As the NV center has an effect on the nuclear polariza-
tion, the nuclear polarization has also an effect on the NV
center, especially on the PL signature at the GSLAC. Similar
effects were also seen in single NV center measurements [18].
Polarization of the nuclear spins populates and depopulates
certain levels that makes the effects of certain level crossing
more or less pronounced. In Fig. 3(d) we model the GSLAC
PL spectrum of NV centers interacting with polarized and
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nonpolarized spin baths. Note that the simulation time is set
only to 32 μs in order not to alter the initial polarization
significantly. Polarization in nuclear spin up (down) state
completely reduces the left (right) dip but in turn enhances
the right (left) dip amplitude. Furthermore, an additional
shallower satellite dips appears. In contrast, the central dip
amplitude is affected only marginally by the degree and sign
of the nuclear spin polarization. When the spin bath is not po-
larized initially, i.e., it only polarizes due to optical pumping
according to Fig. 3(c), we observe two side dips of similar
amplitudes in the simulations.

The theoretical PL curve of nonpolarized 13C spin bath in
Fig. 3(d) resembles the experimental curve Fig. 3(a), however,
the amplitude of the side dips is overestimated. As we have
seen, this amplitude depends considerably on the polarization
of the bath. The relatively small side dip amplitudes in the
experiment indicate considerable polarization. We note that
the numerical simulation cannot reproduce these curves com-
pletely due to finite-size effects observed in the simulations.
As mentioned above, DNP at the higher-magnetic-field side
dip, that polarizes in the perpendicular plane, is more efficient.
Therefore, polarization reaches the side of the simulation box
quickly in the simulation, after which the nuclear polarization
increases rapidly and reduces the right side dip that makes
the PL side dips asymmetric in amplitude, see Appendix. To
circumvent this issue, one may utilize a model including 13C
nuclear spins in a larger, disk shaped volume centered at the
NV center.

Next, we theoretically investigate the PL spectrum of the
15NV – 13C system. The simulated GSLAC PL spectrum, de-
picted in Fig. 4(a), reveals a multidip fine structure with four
distinct dips labeled by capital Greek letters. While the central
dip � and its satellite dip � are less prominent compared to
the central dip of the 14NV GSLAC PL signal, we observe two
major side dips at larger distances. These dips are similar in
amplitude and nearly symmetrical to the central dip, however,
their origin is completely different. Figure 4(b) depicts the
energy-level structure of the 15NV – 13C system and identifies
the level crossings that are responsible for the observed dips.
The central dip and the satellite dip � correspond to the
precession of the electron spin driven by the effective trans-
verse field of the 13C nuclear spin bath. Side dip � appears
at the crossing of states of different 13C magnetic quantum
number, thus hyperfine flip-flop operators may induce mixing
between the nuclear and electron spin states. At the place of
the dip �, DNP may be realized. Finally, side dip � appears
at the crossing of levels of identical 13C nuclear spin quantum
numbers suggesting that here electron spin precession plays a
major role.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) depict the polarization of the 15N nu-
clear spin and the site and ensemble averaged polarization of
the 13C nuclear spins, respectively. Polarization of 15N nuclear
spin closely follows polarization of the electron spin due to
their strong coupling. In absolute terms, the depolarization of
the 15N nuclear spin is twice as large as the electron spin’s
depolarization indicating that 15N nuclear spin plays a role
in forming the PL dips. The average polarization of the 13C
spin bath shows distinct signatures, see Fig. 4(d). Efficient
polarization transfer is only possible at the magnetic field cor-
responding to dip �, where electron spin-nuclear spin mixing
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FIG. 4. PL and polarization of 15NV center-13C spin bath system
at the GSLAC. (a) PL spectrum of 15NV – 13C system (solid blue
curve) as compared to the PL spectrum of the 14NV – 13C system
(dashed maroon curve). (b) Energy-level structure at the GSLAC.
Blue and maroon curves correspond to | − 1/2〉 and | + 1/2〉 nuclear
spin states, respectively. Relevant crossings of the energy levels are
indicated with green dashed circles and labeled by capital letters.
(c) and (d) depict the polarization of 15N nuclear spin and ensemble
and site averaged polarization of 13C nuclear spin bath, respectively.
For comparison 13C nuclear spin bath polarization induced by a 14NV
center at the GSLAC is also depicted in (d).

is possible. At the central dip � spin coupling gives rise to
a sharp alternating polarization pattern. At dip � and � we
observe only shallow dips in the 13C polarization. In order
to compare 14NV and 15NV DNP processes we depicted in
Fig. 4(d) the averaged nuclear spin polarization obtained for
14NV center as well. After a fixed 0.3 ms optical pumping, we
see that nuclear spin polarization achieved in the two cases is
comparable.

As can be seen in Fig. 4(d) polarization transfer can be
as efficient as for the 14NV center. The fact that the cross-
ing states at dip � contain only slight contribution from the
|mS = −1〉 electron spin state suggests that the polarization
transfer is suppressed. In contrast, we obtain considerable
polarization that we attribute to the absence of competing
flip-flop processes at dip �. Processes that could hinder polar-
ization transfer, such as electron spin precession at dip � and
�, are well separated, in contrast to the case of 14NV center.
These results indicate that besides the most often considered
14NV center, the 15NV center system may also be utilized in
MW free DNP applications.

C. Interaction with P1 center and other spin-1/2 point defects

Diamond often hosts paramagnetic point defects that can
interact with the NV centers at the GSLAC. The spin-1/2 P1
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FIG. 5. Interaction with P1 centers at the GSLAC. (a) Exper-
imental PL spectrum recorded in two samples of different P1
concentration, see Table I. PL intensities were scaled to be com-
parable with each other. (b) Energy-level structure of P1 centers.
Maroon and blue curves show the case of magnetic field aligned and
109◦ aligned P1 centers, respectively. (c) Theoretical PL spectrum for
different P1 center concentrations. (d) Ensemble and site averaged
electron and 14N nuclear spin polarization of the P1 center.

center is a dominant defect in diamond. This defect does not
exhibit level crossing at the magnetic field corresponding to
the GSLAC, see Sec. II. Due to the large energy gap between
the electron spin states, the central NV center couples nonres-
onantly to P1 center. This limits the range of interactions to
some extent, however, as we show below, efficient coupling is
still possible.

We study the PL signature of two different samples, E6 and
F11, that contain P1 centers in 13.8 ppm and 100–200 ppm
concentrations, respectively, see Fig. 5(a). Depending on the
P1 concentration, we observe either three or five dips in the PL
intensity curve. A similar signal has been reported recently in
Refs. [20–22]. In sample F11 of higher P1 center concentra-
tion, two pairs of side dips, I and L and J and K, can be seen
around the central dip E at 102.4 mT. In sample E6 of lower
P1 center concentration only side dips J and K can be resolved
beside the central dip. Note that the distance of the side dips
from the central dip is an order of magnitude larger than in
the case of 13C spin environment, thus these signatures are
not related to the nuclear spin bath around the NV center.

In Fig. 5(b) we depict the energy-level structure of the
magnetic field aligned and 109◦ aligned P1 centers for mP1 =
−1/2, where one can see three groups of lines for both mS = 0
and mS = −1. These separate groups of lines can be assigned
to the different quantum numbers of the 14N nuclear spin of
the P1 center. The corresponding states split due to the strong
hyperfine interaction. Note that similar energy level structure
can be seen for mP1 = +1/2 at 2.8 GHz higher energy. From

the comparison of the place of the crossings and the dips in
the PL signature we can assign each of the dips to separate
crossing regions. The central crossing, labeled E, where the
crossing states possess identical P1 center electron and 14N
nuclear spin projection quantum numbers, is responsible for
the central dip. Similarly to the case of the 13C nuclear spin,
the NV electron spin precesses in the effective transverse
field of the P1 center caused by the nonsecular S±SP1

z term
of the dipole-dipole interaction. Side dips J and K (I and
L) correspond to crossings where the quantum number of
the nuclear spin of the P1 center changes by ±1 (±2). In
recent nanoscale relaxation time magnetic resonance (T1-MR)
spectroscopy measurements P1 center related signals were
recorded at magnetic field values corresponding to side peak
J and K [39].

Next, we theoretically study the PL signal of NV centers
interacting with P1 centers ensembles of different concen-
tration, see Fig. 5(c). As one can see, the theoretical curves
resemble the experimental ones, however, there are important
differences. Even in large P1 concentrations we only see side
dips J and K besides dip E in the simulations. The ampli-
tude of the side dips is also underestimated. Furthermore, the
shape of the central peak is different in the simulations and
in the experiment, especially in sample E6. The latter can be
described by a Lorentzian curve, similarly as we have seen
for external fields. This may indicate considerable transverse
magnetic field or strain in sample E6.

To further study the mechanism responsible for the side
dips, we study the magnetic field dependence of the polar-
ization of the electron spin and the 14N nuclear spin of the
P1 center. The latter can be characterized by �0

0 monopole,
�1

0 dipole, and �2
0 quadrupole moments that correspond to

population, orientation, and alignment, respectively [23]. Ori-
entation and alignment can be obtained from quantities pm

defining the probability of finding the nuclear spin in state
|m〉 as

P1
0 = �1

0

�0
0

=
√

3

2

p1 − p−1

p1 + p0 + p−1
(19)

and

P2
0 = �2

0

�0
0

=
√

1

2

p1 + p−1 − 2p0

p1 + p0 + p−1
, (20)

respectively. The polarization curves as a function of the
external magnetic field are depicted in Fig. 5(d). Note that
the electron spin does not exhibit any polarization. This is
due to the fact that the large, 2.8 GHz splitting of the P1
center electron spin states at the GSLAC suppresses flip-flop
processes that could polarize the P1 center. The nuclear spin
polarization observed in Fig. 5(d) might be unexpected, as the
electron spin of the P1 center cannot polarize the nuclear spin.
Instead, the NV center directly polarizes the nuclear spin of
the P1 center. This direct interaction is made possible by the
hyperfine coupling that mixes the electron and nuclear spin
of the P1 center. Considering only the nuclear spin states, the
hyperfine mixing gives rise to an effective g factor that may be
significantly enhanced due to the contribution of the electron
spin. This finding supports previous explanations [39]. It is
apparent from Fig. 5(d) that the nuclear polarization exhibits
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a fine structure at the magnetic fields that correspond to side
dips J and K. This fine structure cannot be resolved in the
experimental PL spectrum, however, clearly visible in T1-MR
measurement in Ref. [39].

As side dips I and L do not appear in the theoretical
simulation we can only provide tentative explanation of these
dips. The positions of the dips correspond to magnetic fields
where the crossings are related to P1 center nuclear spin state
| + 1〉 and | − 1〉. Therefore, to flip the NV electron spin, the
quantum number of the P1 center nuclear spin must change
by 2. This may be allowed by the interplay of other spins.
For example, 13C nuclear spin around the NV center or P1
center-P1 center interaction may contribute to this process.
As side dips I and L are pronounced only at higher P1 center
concentrations, we anticipate that the second process is more
relevant.

Next, we investigate the linewidth of the central dip E. The
varying local environment of the NV centers can induce mag-
netic field inhomogeneity in an ensemble that broadens the
central GSLAC PL dip. This effect may limit the sensitivity
of magnetic field sensors. The FWHM for varying P1 concen-
tration c, ranging from 10 ppm to 200 ppm, is considered. By
fitting a linear curve to the theoretical points we obtain a slope
of ≈20 μT/ppm.

Finally, we note that the example of P1 center can be
easily generalized to the case of other spin-1/2 point defects.
Through the effective transverse magnetic field of the defects,
one may expect contribution to the central dip at 102.4 mT.
Furthermore, depending on the hyperfine interactions at the
paramagnetic defect site, one may observe side dips placed
symmetrically beside the central dip. When the point defect
includes a paramagnetic isotope of high natural abundance
that couples strongly to the electron spin, a pronounced PL
signature may be observed at the GSLAC.

The example of P1 center demonstrates that nuclear spins
around spin-1/2 defects can be polarized by the NV center.
This phenomena may enable novel DNP applications at the
GSLAC. Furthermore, we demonstrated both experimentally
and theoretically that GSLAC PL signature depends on the
concentration of the spin defect in the vicinity of the NV
centers. This realization may motivate the use of GSLAC PL
signal in spin defect concentration measurements.

D. NV spin bath

Next, we investigate the case of 14NV center coupled to
magnetic-field-aligned 14NV centers. Note that in this case
both the central spin and the bath spins exhibit crossings and
anticrossings at the GSLAC. The simulated PL spectrum is
depicted in Fig. 6(a) for various spin-bath concentrations. As
can be seen, two dominant dips, E and M, are observed with
additional shoulders appearing at higher concentrations. To
track down the origin of the most visible dips, we depict
energy curves of allowed |mS, mI14N 〉 → |m′

S, m′
I14N

〉 spin-state
transitions of an individual NV center in Fig. 6(b). Transition-
energy curves are differences of energy levels that we label
by pairs of Greek letters μν, where μ and ν represent levels
of individual NV centers, see Fig. 1 and Table II. Crossings in
the energy level structure of an individual NV center are repre-
sented in the transition energy plot by curves approaching zero

(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

FIG. 6. Photoluminescence of 14NV center-14NV center spin-
bath system at the GSLAC. (a) Simulated PL spectrum of 14NV
center-magnetic field aligned 14NV spin-bath system at different
concentrations ranging from 1 ppm to 100 ppm. (b) Transition energy
curves, see text for clarification, at the GSLAC. Wide solid curves
highlight transitions associated to the highest populated α state of
individual NV centers. Dashed curves show transition energies as-
sociated to transitions between less populated energy levels. Green
dashed circle labeled by A mark the place of level crossing where
the central NV center precesses in the transverse field of other NV
centers. Crossing B between the transition energy curves represents a
place of effective cross relaxation between the NV centers that gives
rise to dip B in the PL scan. (c) Experimental GSLAC PL spectrum
obtained in our IS diamond sample as compared with simulation of
0.5 ppm field oriented NV center spin bath and 15 μT transverse
magnetic field. Signatures of both the transverse field and the parallel
NV centers are visible on the experimental and theoretical curves.
(d) Simulated PL spectrum with 109◦ aligned NV center spin bath.

at the places of the level crossings. Crossing of the transition
energy curves at nonzero energy means that certain spin state
transitions have the same energy. Furthermore, cross relax-
ation between two NV centers can occur when their transition
energies are resonant. Due to the identical level structure of
the central NV center and the coupled NV centers, crossings
of transition energy curves in Fig. 6(b) represent places of
efficient cross relaxation between aligned NV centers. Cross
relaxation can induce depolarization of the central spin that
may give rise to dips in the PL spectrum. There are numerous
cross relaxation places that can be identified in Fig. 6(b). Most
of them, however, are not active due to the high polarization
of the coupled NV centers. Relevant transition-energy curves
associated to the highest populated energy level α in Fig. 1 are
highlighted in Fig. 6(b) by wide solid lines. Dip E appears at
the magnetic field where αγ transition energy vanishes, i.e.,
α and γ states cross, enabling precession of the central NV
center in the transverse field of other NV centers, similarly as
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we have seen for 13C and P1-center spin baths. We assign the
source of dip M in the PL spectrum to a crossing between
αγ and αε transition energy curves. At the magnetic field
of the transition-energy crossing αγ transition corresponds
dominantly to |0,+1〉 ↔ | − 1,+1〉 transition, while αε tran-
sition corresponds dominantly to |0,+1〉 ↔ |0, 0〉 transition.
Therefore, at dip M efficient cross relaxation between the
electron and the nuclear spins of the two centers takes place.

To demonstrate 14NV – 14NV couplings at the GSLAC ex-
perimentally we carry out PL measurement in our IS sample.
In Fig. 6(c) one can see the experimental PL spectrum ob-
tained at near perfect alignment of the external magnetic field
and the NV axis. The residual transverse field is estimated to
be ≈3.6 μT. The experimental curve exhibits several dips. To
identify each of them we carried out theoretical simulations
including additional external transverse magnetic fields of
15 μT strength. External field is applied solely to the central
spin to mimic local transverse inhomogeneities. It is apparent
from the comparison that the experimental curve exhibits the
signatures of both local field inhomogeneities and interaction
with field aligned NV centers in our 13C depleted sample.

Finally, in Fig. 6(d), we theoretically investigate the effect
of 109◦ aligned NV center of 10 ppm concentration. These
spin defects act like a source of local inhomogeneous trans-
verse field that gives rise to PL signature similar to the central
dip of P1 center induced spin bath. The FWHM of the curve is
however twice larger than the FWHM of the P1 center induced
PL signature at the same concentration. This is due to the
larger magnetic moment of the NV center.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The ground-state avoided crossing of the NV center spin
states gives rise to a variety of couplings that imply different
behavior of the NV center. In our study we considered the
most relevant couplings and demonstrated that each of them
gives rise to a unique PL signature that enables identification
of the dominant environmental couplings in a given sample.
This may be informative for optimizing defect concentration
in samples and experimental setups.

At the GSLAC, gapless electron spin states mix with the
states of numerous quantum objects. In such circumstances
entanglement may built up between different parts of the
many-body system. This nonclassical correlation may affect
the dynamics of the system and can have both positive and
negative effect on the spin transport between the central NV
center and other coupled quantum objects. Our theoretical
approach is able to systematically include nonclassical cor-
relation effects. We studied the effect of n-spin entanglement,
see the Appendix, where n goes up to 6, on the PL signal of
the NV center at the GSLAC in the most critical case, where
the NV center couples to a nuclear spin bath of long-lived
quantum states. Our simulations demonstrate the presence of
destructive interference in the nuclear spin bath dynamics that
negatively affects spin transport and give rise to reduction of
the PL signal intensity, see Fig. 7(a) in the Appendix.

We introduce that any time independent external field can
be expressed as an effective magnetic field at the GSLAC.
This mathematically rigorous statement allows one to gener-
alize our transverse magnetic field dependence study to strain
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FIG. 7. Optimization of the simulation parameters. (a), (b), (c),
and (d) show the GSLAC PL signal of 14NV – 13C system for differ-
ent order parameter, ensemble size, bath size, and ground-state dwell
time, respectively.

and electric field. Using the formulas provided in Eqs. (17)
and (18) the results depicted in Fig. 1 can be straightforwardly
generalized to any static external field and strain.

Details of the spin transport between 13C spin bath and
14NV and 15NV centers are studied using realistic hyperfine
coupling tensors obtained from ab initio DFT calculations and
higher level modeling. Our findings demonstrate that not only
14NV center but also 15NV can be utilized in hyperpolarization
experiment with comparable polarization transport ability.

We demonstrated that, despite the suppressed coupling of
the P1 center and NV center electron spins, nuclear spins
coupled to a P1 center can be polarized by the NV center at
the GSLAC through an effective hyperfine interaction greatly
enhanced by the electron spin-electron spin coupling and the
hyperfine interaction at the P1 center site. This coupling opens
new directions for DNP applications through P1 centers and
other spin-1/2 defects at the GSLAC. For example, farther
nuclear spin ensembles can be polarized by the NV center
without relying on nuclear spin diffusion. This possibility may
be particularly important for near surface NV centers that
may polarize nuclear spins at the surface though paramag-
netic surface defects. In addition, we demonstrated that the
GSLAC PL signal depends considerably on the concentration
of paramagnetic point defects, therefore it may serve as a tool
for measuring spin defect concentration in the vicinity of NV
centers.

Finally, we demonstrated that mutually aligned NV centers
can also couple at the GSLAC opening alternatives for gate
operations. While the energy-level structure of coupled NV
centers is quite involved at the GSLAC, different spin flip-
flop processes resonantly enhance at certain magnetic fields.
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Depending on the states and the magnetic field, all sorts of
operations are possible. We note that 15NV centers are of great
potential in this respect as well. Due to the larger hyperfine
splitting and the reduced number of states crossing at the
GSLAC, the 15NV centers may be better controllable.
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APPENDIX A: CONVERGENCE TESTS

In order to determine the optimal simulation settings, we
carry out initial convergence tests. We consider 13C spin bath,
that may couple coherently to the central NV center, due to
the long coherence time of the nuclear spins and the relatively
strong coupling strength for the closest nuclear spins.

Neglect of spin-bath correlation effects is the main ap-
proximation of the utilized theoretical approach. Spin-bath
correlation can be included systematically in the simulations,
however, by increasing the order of cluster approximation,
i.e., the number of spins included in each subsystem. In
Fig. 7(a), we depict the PL signal obtained for different or-
der parameters, where one can see a significant difference
between the case of noncorrelated spin bath, 1 × 13C, and
partially correlated cases, N × 13C, where N > 1. Beyond
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FIG. 8. (a) PL signal and (b) 13C polarization after varying length
of optical pumping of a 14NV center at the GSLAC.

N = 2, the PL curves change only slightly, thus we use N = 2
in the simulations of 13C spin bath. Note that other spin defects
considered in the main text include electron spins that usually
possess much shorter coherence time, therefore the bath may
be considered uncorrelated and the first-order cluster approx-
imation is appropriate in those cases.

In Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), we study ensemble- and bath-size
dependence of the GSLAC PL signal. As can be seen 100
and 128 are convergent settings for the ensemble and bath
sizes, respectively. Finally, in Fig. 7(d), we investigate ground-
state dwell-time dependence of the PL curves. For increasing
dwell time we observe additional fine structures appearing. In
the simulations we use 3 μs dwell time that is a reasonable
choice knowing the optical laser power usually used in the
experiments.

APPENDIX B: PUMPING-DURATION DEPENDENCE OF
THE GSLAC PL SIGNAL AND THE 13C NUCLEAR

POLARIZATION

In Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) we depict the GSLAC PL signature
and the average nuclear polarization of a 13C bath as obtained
after varying length of optical pumping of a 14NV center.
Averaging is carried out over an ensemble of 100 randomly
generated NV center-13C spin bath configurations, each of
which includes 127 13C nuclear spins in an arrangement cor-
responding to natural abundance. With increasing time the
right PL side dip reduces rapidly, while the left side dip re-
duces only moderately in the simulations. The corresponding
rightmost and leftmost nuclear polarization peaks in Fig. 8(b)
grows rapidly and modestly, respectively. This shows that the
polarization transfer is most efficient at the magnetic field
corresponding to the right PL side dip. As the efficiency of the
polarization transfer is varying at the left and right dips, finite-
size effects influence the side dips differently. The different
pumping duration dependence of the PL side-dip amplitudes
observed in Fig. 8(a) is attributed to this effect.
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